In the course of interviews at Miami, no reference was made to the tape recording of the conversation of RAY GARCIA on January 20, 1965. The tape is maintained in the Miami case file.

With respect to ROBERT ELDRI DG E, leader of the William Morgan Brigade (WMB) at Miami, records of the Royal Castle Corporation at Miami were checked on February 16, 1965. These records reflected that ROBERT NEWTON ELDIDGE, JR., who worked for Royal Castle from September 15, 1964, to September 20, 1964, was born January 7, 1943, at Brooklyn, New York. In his application for employment, he indicated four years service in the U. S. Navy, previous employment at "McDonald's" Van Nuys, California, and previous residence, for 15 years, as 19841 Filbert Drive, Bothwell, Washington, in care of Mrs. MARIE KILER.

INFORMANTS

IDENTITY

MM T-1 is MM 639-S.

LOCATION

Instant report, page 18.